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Cellular checkerboard patterns are observed at many developmental stages of embryos. We study
an analytically tractable model for lateral inhibition and show that a coupling coefficient with a
negative value is sufficient to obtain noisy or periodic checkerboard patterns. We solve the case of
a linear chain of cells explicitly and show that noisy anti-correlated patterns are available in a post-
critical regime (c <  < 0). In the sub-critical regime (−∞ <  ≤ c) a periodic and alternating
steady state is available, where pattern selection is determined by making an analogy with the
optical modes of phonons. For cells arranged in a hexagonal lattice, the sub-critical pattern can
be driven into three different states: two of those states are periodic checkerboards and a third in
which both periodic states coexist.
Introduction.- Pattern formation in living tissue is an
emergent property that arises from cell signaling. In his
seminal work Alan Turing proposed that the anatomical
structure of an embryo is determined by self-organised
chemical patterns [1]. In his theory the interplay between
reactions and diffusion of two chemical species give rise to
self-organized periodic structures. Although this model
is difficult to implement in practice with the restrictions
proposed by Turing [2, 3], variants of this model system
have been extensively studied theoretically [4] and have
been successfully used to describe the patterns of living
systems at the tissue level [5–7].
There is a subclass of patterns in living systems where
the characteristic length scale (λ) is the size of a single
cell (figure 1 a). These are fine-grained patterns where
the protein expression levels vary abruptly and regularly
between cells, reminiscent of checkerboards (figure 1 a).
In this case the reaction-diffusion mechanism from Tur-
ing cannot describe their formation, as its characteristic
length scale corresponds to a wavenumber equal to infin-
ity in a continuum description. These patterns appear
in several examples of cellular tissues such as in the ar-
rangement of photo receptor cells in the eye [8], sensory
hair cells in the auditory epithelium [9, 10], and sensory
bristles in the fly thorax [11] among others. Lateral inhi-
bition has been proposed as a basic mechanism whereby
a cell inhibits the expression levels of a protein in its
neighbouring cells. The Delta-Notch signaling system is
a pathway frequently used by different species to create
these fine-grained tissue patterns [12].
Collier et al. [13] pioneered theoretical work in lat-
eral inhibition, analysing a spatially discrete model
for Delta-Notch signaling that reproduced periodic and
fine-grained patterns. Since then, extensions of this
model (or similar ones) have incorporated different ef-
fects observed in experiment, such as self regulation (cis-
interactions) [14], state dependent coupling strength [15],
time delay in signaling [16, 17] and cis-interactions with
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FIG. 1. Periodic fine grained patterns, (a) example from the
auditory epithelium with a green fluorescent marker for actin
modified from [9], λ depicts the characteristic wavelength of
the pattern, (b) depiction of the notation used for Equation
(1), (c) pattern conformed by an hexagonal lattice, where at
each lattice point there is a basis structure with three cells
and (d) the possible basis structures for a periodic pattern.
time delay [18]. These models are difficult to analyse
analytically and they rely on numerical simulations to
determine how patterns emerge. In this work we propose
a generic model for lateral inhibition that is analytically
tractable, allowing us to understand pattern selection for
this class of systems. The model consists of the following
equation
dun
dt
= −un − γu3n + Ωn︸ ︷︷ ︸
cis−regulation
+ 
∑N
i=1
u(i)n︸ ︷︷ ︸
trans−regulation
(1)
where the state of each cell placed in a lattice is rep-
resented by the variable un. The model describes the
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2effects of cis-interactions where Ωn is an internal com-
ponent that influences the production of un and γ > 0 is
the strength of nonlinear degradation. The cells are in-
fluenced by the state of their N nearest neighbours u
(i)
n
(trans-regulation) with coupling strength  (figure 1 b).
In this work we determine the conditions necessary to
obtain noisy anticorrelated patterns and periodic alter-
nating patterns for un given the signaling strength  and
the profile of the internal production rate Ωn. These lat-
eral inhibition patterns appear only when the value of  is
negative. If we set Ωn = 0 in equation (1), there is a sub-
critical regime ( ≤ c) where the uniform state un = 0 is
unstable and a post-critical regime ( > c) where un = 0
is stable. In the sub-critical regime we consider a spa-
tially uniform profile for Ωn while in post-critical regime
we consider spatially uncorrelated and time-constant val-
ues of Ωn.
The case of a one dimensional chain of cells is explicitly
solved, and these results helps us to analyse the case of
cells placed in an hexagonal lattice (figure 1 c). By mak-
ing an analogy to lattice (phonon) vibrations from solid
state physics [19], we determine a potential function that
determines the possible sub-critical states of the system.
In cells arranged in an hexagonal lattice, these states lie
on a periodic lattice (blue points in figure 1 c), where
given Ωn we obtain: 1) a periodic pattern filled with the
basis structure denoted Bu,d,d (figure 1 d), 2) a pattern
filled with the basis Bd,u,u (figure 1 d), or 3) a state where
both basis Bu,d,d and Bd,u,u coexist.
Linear reponse of a chain of cells.- We consider a one
dimensional chain of cells signaling each other following
Equation (1). For this example, we define a cell in the
middle of the chain with index n = 0. First consider the
linearized version of Equation (1) around un = 0, which
is given by
dun
dt
≈ −un + [un−1 + un+1] + Ωn (2)
As a first step to charaterize its dynamics we study the
linear response function of the chain to the static input
Ωn = Ωoδn0, where δnn′ corresponds to the Kronecker
delta. The linear response of an infinite chain is given by
the following expression
un =
Ωo√
1− 42
[1−√1− 42
2
]|n|
(3)
(see supplement for details [20]). Note in equation (3)
there is a term proportional to −|n|, therefore if  < 0
the values of un alternate between positive and negative
values (figure 2 a, lateral inhibition), while for  > 0 the
values of un decay smoothly (figure 2 b, lateral induc-
tion).
We next calculate the correlations in a chain of un now
considering an stochastic input Ωn characterized by
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FIG. 2. Impulse response for a linear chain of cells. We set
Ωn = Ωoδ00 where (a) corresponds to  < 0 and b) to  > 0 for
a finite chain of 20 cells. Response to random input Ωn where
(c) shows the next neighbour correlations < unun±1 > as a
function of , symbols correspond to numerical simulations
and solid curve was obtained analytically (Equation (5)) and
(d) are examples of noisy anti-correlated patterns as a func-
tion of .
〈
ΩnΩn′
〉
= σ2Ωδnn′ (4)
The linear response function is used to calculate the cor-
relation between nearest neighbors [20], which is given
by
〈
unun±1
〉
≈ 2σ
2
Ω

(
1− 1√
1− 42
)2
(5)
The correlations are zero for  = 0 and they diverge to
−∞ for  = −1/2, this is the same value found in Col-
lier et al. [13] by linear stability analysis. The divergence
in the correlation coefficient is characteristic of a critical
point [21], while its negative sign denotes that the neigh-
bors are anti-correlated. At this critical point ( = c)
the uniform state un = 0 becomes unstable. There is
good agreement between numerical and the analytical
approximation given by Equation (5) (see Figure 2 c).
Examples of anti-correlated noisy patterns in Figure 2
(d) show that as  decreases, the probability of having
alternating neighbours increases.
Analogy to optical modes.- The results shown in Figure
2 (a) and (b) are reminiscent of the optical and acoustic
modes of phonons from solid state physics [19]. Phonons
are vibrations in a periodic crystal. The crystal is com-
posed by a set of lattice sites, where at each site there
is a molecule with several atoms called the basis (also
termed as the crystal unit cell). If the basis is diatomic,
two vibration modes are allowed. In the optical mode the
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FIG. 3. Potential well for a linear chain of cells. (a) Variable
transformation underlying calculation of potential well. (b)
An example of a potential Φ(v, w) with  < 1/2, the poten-
tial has minima at (+,−) (positive vs and negative ws) and
(−,+) (negative vs and positive ws). (c) Time evolution of a
numerical simulation of a linear chain using Equation (1).
position of atoms alternate between positive and negative
values between neighbors, and in the acoustic mode this
alternation does not happen [19]. The linear response of
un for  < 0 (figure 2 a) is analogous to the optical mode
and for  > 0 to the acoustic mode (figure 2 b).
This analogy to the optical modes is useful to analyze
the sub-critical state ( < c). We start by setting a uni-
form Ωn = Ωo in equation (1). We divide the chain of un
into s lattice sites and at each site there is a basis with
two components vs and ws. The components vs corre-
sponds to un with n = 0 and even values of n, and the
remainder corresponds to ws (figure 3 a). In this notation
equation (1) for the one dimensional chain becomes
dvs
dt
= −vs − γv3s + [ws−1 + ws] + Ωo (6)
dws
dt
= −ws − γw3s + [vs + vs+1] + Ωo (7)
We rewrite equations (6) and (7) in the continuum ap-
proximation as
∂v
∂t
= 2w − v − γv3 + ∆x2 ∂
2w
∂x2
+ Ωo (8)
∂w
∂t
= 2v − w − γw3 + ∆x2 ∂
2v
∂x2
+ Ωo (9)
where x corresponds to the position in the line tissue and
∆x is the distance between the lattice points. Assuming
𝜖 = 0 𝜖 = −0.1
𝜖 = −0.2 𝜖 = −0.3333
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FIG. 4. Increase in cell anti-corerelation with increasing cou-
pling strength. Stochastic patterns given by fn = 2θ(un)− 1
generated with noisy input Ωn, black corresponds to fn = −1
and red to fn = 1.
a uniform stationary state for both vs and ws then we
define a potential
Φ(v, w) = −Ωo(v+w)+v
2 + w2
2
−2vw+γ v
4 + w4
4
(10)
for  < c this is a double well potential (figure 3 b). One
minimum of this potential we denote as the state (+,−)
where vs = co and ws = −co. The other minimum we
denote as (−,+) where vs = −co and ws = co. From
this potential we expect that the steady states of Equa-
tion (1) consists of anti-correlated neighbors. We test
this prediction with a numerical simulation of equation
(1). We set Ωo = 0 and the uniform initial condition
to un =
√−(2+ 1)/γ (figure 3 (c) at t = 0). This
initial state is unstable and the values decrease towards
un = 0 (t = 3). A wave emerges from the edges of
the chain and travels towards the center, reminiscent of
waves observed in the Collier model [22]. The values of
un intercalate between values close to ±co, in this regime
co =
√−(2+ 1)/γ. At long times the pattern remains
in this alternating state (figure 3 (c) at t = 200). Thus
there is agreement between the predictions of the poten-
tial and the steady state of the system.
Cells in an hexagonal lattice.- Typical fine-grained pat-
tern formation occurs in epithelial tissues, single layers
of cells. As a good approximation of these tissues, we
analyze the case of cells placed in an hexagonal lattice.
Using the observations of a linear chain of cells we ana-
lyze the response un to a random input Ωn in epithelial
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FIG. 5. Stable states (black symbols) and metastable states (white symbols) of the potential Φ(v, w, z) given by Equation (11)
projected onto the v − z axis for the parameters γ = 0.1 and  = −2.
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FIG. 6. Pattern selection and conceptual double well poten-
tial, (a) double well potential where the minima represents
the basis Bu,d,d and Bd,u,u and (b) its corresponding pattern
where both states coexist. For Ωo > Ωc the potential (c) has
a single minima at Bd,u,u and its corresponding pattern is
shown in (d), while for Ωo < −Ωc the potential (e) has a sin-
gle minima at Bu,d,d and its corresponding pattern is shown
in (f).
tissues. Figure 4 shows the projection fn = 2θ(un) − 1,
where θ corresponds to the Heaviside theta, for differ-
ent steady states as a function . As in the example of
the previous section, we see that the likelihood of being
surrounded by anti-correlated neighbors increases as the
value of  decreases.
We proceed by analyzing the sub-critical regime of
equation (1) by dividing un into different components as
in the previous example. Again we consider a spatially
uniform Ωn = Ωo. Defining a basis with two variables
as in the linear chain, and rewriting Equation (1) we no-
tice that the interactions are asymmetric [20]. Therefore
we rewrite Equation (1) in terms of an hexagonal lattice
with lattice sites s (see figure 1 c) and place at each lat-
tice site a basis with three components v, w and z. We
derive a potential well for this case [20].
Φ(v, w, z) = −Ωo(v + w + z) + v
2 + w2 + z2
2
−3[vw + vz + wz] + γ v
4 + w4 + z4
4
(11)
The state of the tissue becomes unstable at c =
−1/3 [13], in this case we find the minima of this poten-
tial and their stability numerically. Figure 5 shows the
position of the stable (black points) and the metastable
states (white points) projected onto the v − z axis from
the potential given by equation (11), as a function of Ωo
for  < c [20]. When Ωo = 0 there are six stable states,
three correspond to the basis Bu,d,d (figure 5 a) men-
tioned in the introduction (see figure 1 d). The other
stable states corresponds to the basis Bd,u,u. A simpli-
fied picture of this potential is shown in Figure 6 (a) as a
double well potential where each minima corresponds to
a base. In figure 6 (b) we show a numerical simulation of
Equation (1) in this regime initiated from uniform initial
conditions. The final pattern has two coexisting regions,
one filled with the basis Bu,d,d and the other filled with
Bd,u,u.
If we increase further the value of Ωo > 0 (figure 5 b),
the points indicating the metastable states move closer
to the points indicating the basis Bu,d,d. After crossing
a critical value for Ωc, the stable points corresponding
to Bu,d,d disappear by colliding with a metastable point.
In the simplified picture shown in Figure 6 by increasing
the parameter Ωo the double well potential (Figure 6 a)
becomes a single well potential (Figure 6 c). The sin-
gle minima corresponds to the basis Bd,u,u. Numerical
simulations in this regime results in a pattern filled with
the basis Bd,u,u (figure 6 d). If we repeat the same pro-
cedure as before but decreasing the control parameter
Ω0 < −Ωc, then the potential has a single well with the
5minima corresponding to Bu,d,d (figure 6 e). Simulations
in this regime shows a pattern filled with Bu,d,d (figure 6
f). We note that some final patterns can contain defects
depending on initial conditions [20].
Conclusions.- In this work we have proposed an ana-
lytically tractable model for lateral inhibition. We have
shown how fine-grained checkerboard patterns depend on
the model parameters. By making an analogy with opti-
cal modes from lattice phonons we are able to determine
how fine-grained patterns are selected. Thus our model
is a generic description of lateral inhibition that explains
the transitions observed in more detailed models as the
ones in [13–18].
Our model brings a new framework to studying and
understanding pattern selection in both natural and syn-
thetic biological fine-grained systems. Particularly at-
tractive experimental scenarios for testing these ideas are
in vitro cellular systems with synthetic intercellular sig-
naling pathways such as recently reported by Matsuda et
al [23]. Disrupting Delta-Notch communication between
cells in this system using a chemical inhibitor yielded a
uniform expression of Delta across the tissue. Removal
of the inhibitor allowed Delta-Notch signaling to initi-
ate and caused the evolution of a fine-grained pattern
of Delta expression. This mimics our model’s behaviour
when the coupling strength is modulated from  = 0 to
 < c. This and similar experimental systems [24, 25]
also raise the possibility of controlling the initial expres-
sion levels of Delta, or an equivalent signal, which would
be analogous to modulating Ωo in the model.
Finally, our analysis shows that pattern formation by
cell signalling has two regimes. A regime where the
steady state is composed by acoustic modes, this is the
reaction-diffusion regime scenario proposed by Turing,
and a regime composed by optical modes that corre-
sponds to the fine-grained patterns of lateral inhibition.
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